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Introduzione

Il ciclo di incontri «Ripartire dall’innovazione»

Il webinar di oggi:
▪ i temi che tratteremo e il relatore che ci accompagnerà
▪ alcune informazioni organizzative
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venanzio.arquilla@polimi.it

Venanzio Arquilla

Associate Professor of the Politecnico di Milano 
POLIMI Design School / Secretary of the Bachelor Degree 
on Product Design and the Master Degree on Integrated 
Product Design

My research activities deal with UX Design, design 
innovation tools and methodologies, service design, design 
policies, including different research on innovation and 
technological transfer of design at national and 
international levels. Founder of Politecnico di Milano’s 
Laboratorio Co.Meta - Design for Autism. Founder and 
Director of the Experience Design Academy - POLI.design.
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Do you copy?
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DI COSA PARLEREMO

1. Design
2. Design Thinking & Creative Problem Solving
3. Lean UX
4. Creative Confidence



DESIGN?
An open issue.
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WDO

“Industrial Design is a strategic problem-solving process that drives 

innovation, builds business success, and leads to a better quality of life 
through innovative products, systems, services, and experiences. 
Industrial Design bridges the gap between what is and what’s possible.

It is a trans-disciplinary profession that harnesses creativity to resolve 
problems and co-create solutions with the intent of making a product, system, service, 
experience or a business, better. At its heart, Industrial Design provides a more optimistic way 

of looking at the future by reframing problems as opportunities. 
It links innovation, technology, research, business, and customers to provide new value and 
competitive advantage across economic, social, and environmental spheres.”
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https://wdo.org/about/definition/


DESIGN
EVOLUTION
An evolving discipline in relation to 
the context (historical, technological, 
cultural, social ...).
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David Laituri in The Industrial design reference + specification book, Rockport (2013)

DESIGN EVOLUTION vb



Michael Thonet (1796-1871)
Vienna
Patent on Bended Wood 
1841 France, UK, Belgium
1842 Austria 

Chair n.14
50,000,000 pieces sold over 40 years

Thonet vb



Chair n.14
50,000,000 pieces sold over 40 years

1853 Gebruder Thonet

1856The first workshop for mass 

production of furniture
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technology 
and production
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Estensione della serie, le sedie a 
dondolo. Esperienza utente 
massimizzata verso il sistema prodotto
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1945

Unisex, suitable for every kind of streets
Low consumption vehicle

VESPA PIAGGIO



1945

VESPA PIAGGIO vb



1962 

ZANUSO & SAPPER

RADIO BRIONVEGA TS 502 vb



DESIGN
& BUSINESS
Design as a crucial innovation driver
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R. Verganti, 
DESIGN-DRIVEN INNOVATION 
Harvard business press 2009

F.Zurlo, 
LE STRATEGIE DEL DESIGN 
Disegnare il valore oltre il prodotto, 
ed. Libraccio 2012

R. Verganti, 
OVERCROWDED
MIT PRESS 2017

E.Manzini, 
DESIGN, WHEN EVERYBODY DESIGNS
An Introduction to Design for Social Innovation, 
MIT PRESS 2015

DESIGN, INNOVATION AND STRATEGY @POLIMI vb



“To succeed in an overcrowded 
world we need a meaningful 
direction. To focus our creativity 
and the creativity of others 
towards a new, shared purpose.”
Roberto Verganti, Politecnico di Milano

DESIGN, INNOVATION
AND STRATEGY @POLIMI
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COMPUTATIONAL
DESIGNER

A new generation of professionals
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https://designintechreport.wordpress.com/ _ John Maeda

DESIGN TYPES vb



A SYNTHETIC VISION _ JOHN MAEDA vb



A SYNTHETIC VISION _ JOHN MAEDA vb
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CONTINUOUS EVOLUTION > TECHNOLOGICAL ADVANCES > CHANGING INTERFACES > NEW INTERACTIONS > NEW DESIGN OPPORTUNITY



BLURRED BOUNDARIES BETWEEN PRODUCTS, SERVICES, ENVIRONMENTS 

www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/mckinsey-design/our-insights/five-fifty-midlife-of-design
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PRODUCTS AUGMENTED BY SERVICES vb

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sixUONhR1tE


SERVICES INTEGRATING PHYSICAL PRODUCTS vb



Apple is not a technology company.

Apple is a fashion brand that makes jewelry 

that connects to the internet.

AirPods are sex sticks that fuck your ears.
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END-TO-END CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE vb



PRODUCTS-SERVICES THAT FOLLOW SOFTWARE AND DIGITAL LOGICS

design.google/library/design-never-done/

UPDATES AND ASYMMETRIC OBSOLESCENCE
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DESIGN
THINKING
A contemporary interpretation and the 
relation to Creative Problem Solving
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CPS vs DT
Kirsty Nunez

https://q2insights.com/intersection-design-thinking-creati
ve-problem-solving-cps-important-role-research/ 

https://q2insights.com/intersection-design-thinking-creative-problem-solving-cps-important-role-research/
https://q2insights.com/intersection-design-thinking-creative-problem-solving-cps-important-role-research/
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Design Thinking a definition

Design thinking can be described as a discipline that uses the designer’s 
sensibility and methods to match people’s needs with what is 
technologically feasible and what a viable business strategy can convert 
into customer value and market opportunity.

On reflection this is a narrow description that focuses on design 
thinking’s role within business.  The next sentence that I 
wrote.“….design thinking converts need into demand” , which I 
borrowed from Peter Drucker, broadens things out a bit but still assumes 
an economic motivation.

Tim Brown
http://designthinking.ideo.com/?p=49
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From Design Thinking to Circular Design vb



POLI.design _ 2013 | Venanzio Arquilla 39

Will the Design Thinking change the world of business?

Design Thinking   =   Design (?) vb



Design Thinking   =   Design (?) vb



Design thinking is Just Thinking.
"Design thinking" is what creatives from other disciplines 
they've always done.
Don Normann _ 2010 (@Core77.com)

Design thinking is one of the tools of design
The design is interactive, it doesn't follow pre-established processes, 
solutions originate in every part of the process and all team members 
participate in the result.

Design Thinking + Design
Design thinking and design (understood as professional practice) 
cannot be separated to solve complex problems.

Design Thinking   =   Design (?) vb



Design“ers” thinking
Designers have an experimental approach typical of learning bu doing, 
there are no established theories that generate good results in terms of 
design, design involves many more tacit aspects (of sense and meaning) 
than those provided for other company specializations.

Design Driven Innovation vs Design thinking
To obtain a product or service that is innovative from a design point of 
view, a good designer is always needed.
Design thinking is not a magical process, which empowers everyone to 
be design innovators, it is important because it should empower 
designers and managers to consistently dialogue about processes.

Roberto Verganti _ 2010 (@Core77.com)

Design Thinking   =   Design (?) vb



POLI.design _ 2013 | Venanzio Arquilla 43

  Design thinking is not for all !!!     

Design Thinking   =   Design (?) vb



Design
Thinking
is Bullsh*t

Natasha Jen
Graphic Designer _ Pentagram

https://q2insights.com/intersection-design-thinking-creati
ve-problem-solving-cps-important-role-research/ 
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_raleGrTdUg
https://q2insights.com/intersection-design-thinking-creative-problem-solving-cps-important-role-research/
https://q2insights.com/intersection-design-thinking-creative-problem-solving-cps-important-role-research/


LEAN
[UX]
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+ Design thinking
+ Agile software development
+ Lean startup method
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https://medium.com/@SteveGlaveski/the-difference-between-design-thinking-lean-startup-and-agile-5cf07b117562 
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https://medium.com/@SteveGlaveski/the-difference-between-design-thinking-lean-startup-and-agile-5cf07b117562


https://medium.com/@SteveGlaveski/the-difference-between-design-thinking-lean-startup-and-agile-5cf07b117562 

To simplify, design thinking helps us come up 
with better ideas, the lean startup helps us turn 
those ideas into business models that work 
and agile helps us deliver the product to 
market in a fast, incremental way so that we 
get ongoing feedback, adapt and deliver 
precisely what the customer wants.
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https://medium.com/@SteveGlaveski/the-difference-between-design-thinking-lean-startup-and-agile-5cf07b117562


“Lean UX is the practice of 
bringing the true nature of a 
product to light faster, in a 

collaborative, cross-functional 
way that reduce the emphasis on 
thorough documentation while 

increasing the focus on building a 
shared understanding of the 

actual product experience being 
designed.”

p. 7
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Lean UX

MVP AND EXPERIMENTS

Minimum Viable Product are the 
smallest thing you can make to learn 
whether your hypothesis is valid.

Low-fidelity prototypes 
(paper/clickable wireframes)

Mid and High Fidelity Prototypes
Codes Prototypes

https://uxdesign.cc/the-product-manager-and-the-mvp-a0c618b0d8fa
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Comparing design methodologies
vb



CREATIVE 
CONFIDENCE
Unleashing the creativity that lies 
within each and every one of us
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DAVID KELLEY _ IDEO _ D.SCHOOL STANFORD vb

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=16p9YRF0l-g


POLIMI DESIGN SYSTEM vb
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vbPOLIMI DESIGN SYSTEM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EGuakQortKs


vbPOLIMI DESIGN SYSTEM

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E1lDsvJ5qmE


‘una stupefacente 
benedizione per il 
pianeta… dobbiamo 
essergli molto grati 
(al Coronavirus, 
NdR) perché 
potrebbe essere la 
ragione per cui 
sopravvivremo come 
specie’

Qualcosa di ‘terribile 
e magnifico, perché 
abbiamo bisogno di 
fermarci nel 
produrre a questa 
velocità.’
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Grazie / Thank you / 谢谢 
venanzio.arquilla@polimi.it

2019 - #UXDpolidesign
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Prossimo webinar

Design Thinking, user experience e SPRINT execution
23 luglio 2020, ore 16.30-18.00

Programma e iscrizioni:
https://www.assolombarda.it/servizi/ricerca-e-innovazione/appuntamenti/design-thinking-user-experience-e-sprint-execution

innovazione@assolombarda.it
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